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FINITE CODIMENSIONAL IDEALS
IN BANACH ALGEBRAS
KRZYSZTOF JAROSZ

ABSTRACT. Let A be a commutative,
selfadjoint, point spectral Banach algebra and let M be a finite codimensional closed subspace of A such that for
each f in M there are n distinct maximal ideals l[,...
,rn of A with / € //.
We prove that then there are distinct maximal ideals I\, ■■., In of A such that

M C Ii Pi • • • Pi In', in particular

1. Introduction.
commutative Banach
of A. Let us assume
closed maximal ideals

h,...,

if codim(M)

= n, then M is an ideal.

In this note we investigate the following problem: Let A be a
algebra and let M be a closed finite codimensional subspace
that any element of M is contained in at least n different
of A. Does it imply that there are n distinct maximal ideals

In of A such that M C h H • ■• n 7„?

The source of this problem is the Gleason-Kahane-Zelazko
theorem [2, 4] which
states that the answer is positive if A has a unit and if codim(M) = 1 = n. This
classical result has been extended for some selfadjoint algebras for codim(M) =

n > 1 by Warner and Whitley [6, 7]. In 1985, in [3] it has been proved that the
answer is positive for A = C(S), S a compact Hausdorff space, for n = 1 and that
the same holds for n > 1 if and only if each finite subset of S is G¿. In a very recent
paper [5], N. V. Rao has generalized the above result to any selfadjoint, regular
Banach algebras. In this paper we prove that this result can also be extended to
selfadjoint, point spectral algebra as well as some other Banach algebras.
For more biographical information and examples concerning our problem see [3].
2. Definitions
and notation.
For a commutative Banach algebra A we denote by Wl(A) the maximal ideal space of A equipped with the weak* topology.
For / in A, by / we denote the Gelfand transform of f. We put re(A) — {/ G
A: f is a real valued function} and we call A selfadjoint if A — re(A)-M're(A).
For
/, g in A, by f\g we mean that / divides g; this means that there is an h in A such
that g = hf. We call A n-point spectral, n = 0,1,2,...,
if for each n-point set K

in DJl(A) there is exactly one closed ideal J such that {7 G Wl(A) : J c 7} = K.
Hence by 0-point spectral property we mean: if J is a closed ideal in A contained
in no closed maximal ideal of A, then J — A.
We say that a commutative Banach algebra A has the P(k, n) property if the
following holds: Let M be a closed k codimensional subspace of A such that for any
f in M there are at least n distinct closed maximal ideals l(,...,
l£ containing /.
Then there are n distinct maximal ideals Ii,...,
In of A containing M.
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3. The result.
THEOREM

l.

For any commutative,

selfadjoint

Banach

algebra A we have:

(i) if there is an f in A such that the ideal f A = {fg: g G A} is dense in A,
then A has the P(k, 1) property for any k G N;
(ii) if for any n-point subset {/i,...,
/„} ofïïft(A) there is an f in A' = /ifi- • -C\In
such that f A1 is a dense subset of A', then A has the P(k, n + 1) property for any

fcGN.
There are a large number of Banach algebras which satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 1, for example L1 (G) algebras. The following well-known proposition gives
information about relations among the hypotheses of the theorem, the topological
properties of 971(A), and the spectral properties of A.
PROPOSITION l. For any commutative, selfadjoint Banach algebra A we have:
(a) 971(A) is a-compact if and only if there is an f in A such that

(1)

/>0

on 971(A),

(b) if A is 0-point spectral, then for any f in A which satisfies (1), the ideal fA

is dense in A,
(c) 971(A) is a-compact and each point o/971(A) is a G s set if and only if for any
finite subset K o/971(A) there is an f in A such that

(2)

/>0

on 971(A) and

(d) if A is n-point spectral, K = {7i,...,7„}
(2), then the ideal fA is dense in Ii n ■■■D 7„.
From Theorem 1 and the above proposition
THEOREM 2. Let A be a selfadjoint,
a positive integer. We have:

f-1(0)=K,
C 971(A), and if f in A satisfies
we get

commutative

Banach algebra and let k be

(i) if A is 0-point spectral, then A has the P(k, 1) property if and only ifWl(A)
is a-compact,
(ii) if A is n-point spectral, then A has the P(k,n + 1) property if and only if
971(A) is a-compact and each point o/971(A) is a G¿ set.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The "if" parts of both the above statements are
immediate consequences of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. The "only if" parts are
easy and very general: For any commutative Banach algebra A and for any f in A
the set /_1(R — {0}) is tr-compact. Hence, assuming 971(A) is not tr-compact, we
get that any / from A is contained in some, and in fact in infinitely many, maximal
closed ideals of A, but evidently not all finite codimensional subspaces of A are
contained in some maximal ideal. Assume now that I G 971(A) is not a Ge set and
let M be a finite codimensional subspace of I. Any / from M is contained in I so
/ has infinitely many zeros in 971(A), but M need not be contained in more than
this one maximal ideal of A.
To prove Theorem 1 we need the following two propositions, which are easy to
verify.
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PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a Banach space and E C A be subspaces of B with

A dense in B. Then

dim(B/E)=dim(A/E).
PROPOSITION 3. Let B be a Banach space, M a finite codimensional closed
subspace of B, and A a dense subspace of B. Then

dim(B/M) = dim(A/M n A).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. To prove (i) let M be a closed, fc-codimensional
subspace of A and assume that each element of M is contained

in some closed

maximal ideal of A.
Assume A has a unit. Put M = {/: / G M}, and put M = cl(M) C C(97t(A))
where in the sequel we denote by cl() the closure in the sup norm topology. The
set of noninvertible elements is sup-norm closed so, by Proposition 2 and Theorem
2 of [3], we get that there is an x in 971(A) such that M C M C ker6x and we are

done.
Assume now A has no unit. Let 971*= 97lU {*} be a one-point compactification

of 971= 971(A).Notice that
(3)

f(x) —►
0

By our assumption

as x —>* for any / in A.

there is an /o in A such that fo > 0 on 971(A) and foA is dense

in A.
Put

A0 = {f + af0:feA,

Ai={f + af0:feA,

aGC, f0 | /},

aeC,fo\f,

Jo I /},

Ao = Â0//0 = {f/fo G C7(97T): / G A0},

Ax = Â1//0,

Mo = A0 n M,

M = Mo/fa-

it is easy to verify that A\ is an algebra, is selfadjoint,
separates points of 971*,and that Ai C Ao. Hence

contains

the unit and

c\(Ai) = d(A0) = C(<m*).
By our assumption

Ao = A, so by Propositions

3 and 2 we get

k = dim(A/M) = dim(A0/A0 f\M)= dim(.V-M) = dim(C(97T)/ cl(Ai)).
Hence, by Theorem 2 of [3], there is an x in 971* such that M C ker<5x. Assume
that x = *. Then Mo C foA % Ao and by our assumption foA is dense in A, so by
Proposition 3 we get

k = dim(A/M) = dim(A0/A0 n M)
= 1 + dim(/oA/Ao n M) = 1 + dim(A/M) = k + l.
This proves that x ^ * and ends the proof of (i).
Now we prove (ii) by induction on n. Let M be a closed subspace of A of finite
codimension and such that each element of M is contained in at least n + 1 distinct
maximal closed ideals of A. Assume A has the property described in (ii). Let
Ii,...,
Ir be all the maximal ideals which contain M and assume that r < n + 1.
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there is an / in A' = 7i D • • • D Ir such that /A' is dense in A'.

We have 971(A') = 971(A)— {Ii,...

,Ir} so we have the following situation: M is

a finite codimensional closed subspace of the algebra A' such that any element of
M is contained in at least n + 1 —r maximal ideals of A'. Hence by (i) there is a
maximal closed ideal I of A' such that M C I; this contradicts the assumption that
7i,..., Ir are all the maximal closed ideals which contain M and ends the proof.
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